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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

The purpose of this strategy note is to highlight the possible scenarios for the South African rand over the next
three to six months.

•

We believe three factors will drive the local currency and bond performance:

•

1.

The 54th ANC National Conference : 16-20th December 2017

2.

The ratings decisions by the international rating agencies : 24th November 2017

3.

The global macroeconomic environment : On-going

We believe that the international environment, which was a tailwind for SA financial markets throughout 2017,
is likely to become a headwind for SA financial markets towards the end of 2017 and into 2018.

Levels to watch out for on the USD/ZAR and R186 :

•

1.

Positive ANC conference, no downgrade, positive global macro = R13.20/8.60%

2.

Inconclusive ANC conference, downgrade by one agency, stable global macro = R13.80-14.50 and 8.98%9.50%

3.

Negative ANC conference, downgrades, negative global macro = R17.00/10.00%

We believe that the outlook for the currency and rates is skewed to the downside, with credit rating
downgrades (base case scenario) by 1H18 and the global macro-environment likely to deteriorate, offsetting
any potential positive outcome from the ANC’s 54th National Conference.

1. ANC
leadership
conference
December 2017

2. International
rating agency
decision (S&P
and Moody’s on
24 November
2017)

3. Macroeconomic
environment
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Implications for the
rand and yields

Outcome

Implications for bond flows

a. Policy Friendly

Inflows (dependent on global
backdrop)

Strength

b. Policy Neutral

Neutral flows

Neutral to negative

c. Policy Negative

Outflows

Weakness

a. Local Currency downgrade
(S&P only - removal of notching)

Removal from Barclays Global
Aggregate Bond index, with
potential outflows of between
R43bn-R58 bn.

Weakness

b. Local Currency and Foreign
Currency downgrade
(Both S&P and Moody’s)

Removal from the Citi WGBI and
Barclays Global Aggregate Bond
index with potential outflows of
between R80bn-R130bn

Weakness

c. No downgrade by either

Neutral flows

Neutral

a. Positive to stable i.e. DXY
weakens implies financial
conditions accommodative.

Positive to neutral flows

Neutral to positive

b. Negative i.e. DXY strengthens
implies financial conditions
restrictive.

Outflows

Weakness
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Chart 1: History of ANC National Conferences vs USD/ZAR (based to 100)



We analysed the performance of
the USD/ZAR in the days before and
after previous ANC National
Conferences (ie the 51st, 52nd and
53rd conferences).



On average, the USD/ZAR is 5%
weaker 30 days after the ANC
National Conference.
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Chart 2: SA credit ratings and the USD/ZAR (based to 100)

Source: DS, E-views
* = See appendix for more detail on credit ratings.
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Post a ratings downgrade the rand
tends to weaken by 2.5% on average.
However the range of outcomes (from
the sample of events alongside) varies
between a 10% strengthening and an
11% weakening.



A local currency downgrade* by both
S&P and Moody’s would trigger the
exit of SAGBs from the Citi WGBI, with
possible bond outflows of between
R80bn to R130bn. However, it is
uncertain whether the country would
be handed these downgrades in 2017
or in 2018.



Our base case is that ratings agencies
mostly wait until after the February
2018 Budget to provide downgrades,
however the risk is that this could
materialise before year-end as all our
credit metrics have already
deteriorated to such a degree that
warrants immediate downgrades.
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ANC National Conferences in the
2000s coincided with periods of
financial stress around the world,
with the Fed being accommodative
during this period as a result.



We believe that the external
environment will not be supportive
this time around for the rand, for a
number of reasons:
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Chart 3: USD/ZAR vs the International Environment

Quantitative
Tightening

1.

2.

QE I & II

3.

US Federal Reserve is in the
process of tapering its balance
sheet and is also raising interest
rates;
A correction in the EM FX carry
trade is underway;
A slowdown in credit creation in
China should negatively impact
Chinese investment spending.
This would likely hurt commodity
prices and commodity-sensitive
currencies like the rand.

Source: Bloomberg

Chart 4: USD/ZAR Fair Value Model
Our econometric fair value model on
the USD/ZAR can be broken down into
four main consistent drivers:
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Changes in commodity prices;

2.

SA domestic economic
fundamentals (SA GDP,
inflation and CA deficit);

3.

The carry trade (interest rate
differentials); and

4.

An error term which can be
attributed to local political
uncertainty.



While the 54th ANC National
Conference is important, we are
cognisant of the fact that the
international macro environment
could counterbalance or amplify
movements in our currency.



We believe that the deteriorating
global macroeconomic backdrop
could overshadow a positive
outcome from the ANC conference
(or amplify a negative conference
outcome).
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Chart 5: USD/ZAR (14.50) daily
Daily ZAR=D3

2014/03/21 - 2018/10/11 (GMT)

BarOHLC, ZAR=D3, Trade Price, 2017/11/13, 14.4000, 14.5425, 14.3400, 14.5050, +0.1225, (+0.85%)



The $-rand has taken out the resistance
level at 14.35. If this break proves to be
sustainable over the next few days (which
is our view) it projects substantial upside
potential.



Under normal circumstances this break
would project a move to the start of the
wedge at 14.75, but these are not normal
times.



The ‘worst case scenario’ (market negative
politics, credit downgrade and contraction
in global liquidity) projects substantial
upside potential. In this scenario we expect
the dollar to test the original bull channel
(from 2011) from below at 16.97, with
interim resistance at 16.06.



The ‘best case scenario’ projects a
correction to 13.63, with an extended
target to 13.20.



We do not expect the $-rand to enter a
sustainable bear trend, even if the politics
turn market friendly, as we believe the
global forces will once again be the bigger
force (as was the case in 2Q17).
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Chart 6: R186 (9.48%) weekly

Source: Reuters
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The linear regression line (horizontal
black dotted line) since 2003 is at
8.38%. The market failed during 2Q17
to break below this level on a
sustainable basis. The market is
currently testing short-term support
at 9.50%.



Market negative news (discussed
earlier in this report) would project
an acceleration in the bear trend to
9.96% and 10.59%.



The ‘best case scenario’ is likely to
trigger a rally to test the breakout
level at 8.67%.

APPENDIX
Chart 7: SA credit ratings
Sovereign and Nedbank LC rating
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With regards to S&P, post the MTBPS
release, S&P analysts stated that local
politics will probably trump the nearterm macroeconomic performance.



While this may be an indication of a
‘stay of execution’ that could leave the
S&P credit rating unchanged, there will
likely be tough debate within the
committee over the unsustainable rise
in contingent liabilities, debt levels, the
deficit and the breaching of the
expenditure ceiling in the current year.
In June 2017, S&P indicated that “if
fiscal and macroeconomic performance
deteriorates substantially from our
baseline forecasts, we could consider
lowering the ratings”. We believe that
this deterioration has occurred.



The rand, on average, tends to
strengthen in the days leading up to a
credit rating downgrade event.
Thereafter, the rand tends to weaken
(post a downgrade).



A downgrade by both S&P and
Moody’s would trigger the exit of
SAGBs from the Citi WGBI, with
possible bond outflows of between
R80bn to R130bn. However, it is
uncertain whether the country will be
handed these downgrades in 2017 or
in 2018.
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This could be construed as the agency
maybe waiting until after the
February 2018 Budget Speech to
provide a ratings adjustment. We
believe that a Moody’s downgrade is
a foregone conclusion, but the key
question is whether Moody’s will wait
until their review in March 2018 to
initiate this, or whether the fiscal
slippage presented in the MTBPS is
significant enough to warrant a
downgrade on 24 November 2017.
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Moody’s recently indicated that the
2017 MTBPS report represented a
significant credit-negative departure
from earlier fiscal consolidation
efforts. Moody’s further stated that
“unless the government presents a
credible fiscal consolidation plan in
the February 2018 budget, debt
sustainability is at risk”.
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Source: Fitch, Moody’s, S&P
Please see link for further analysis on credit ratings: https://www.nedbank.co.za/content/dam/nedbankcrp/reports/MonthyInsights/2017/SACreditRatingsNote_171027.pdf

Chart 8: Credit rating assessment criteria
Key rating factors – June 2017

S&P Assessment

Moody’s Assessment

Institutional assessment

Neutral

Moderate (+)

Economic assessment

Weakness

Moderate (+)

External assessment

Neutral

N/A

Fiscal assessment: Flexibility

Weakness

Moderate (+)

Fiscal assessment: Debt burden

Weakness

Moderate (+)

Monetary assessment

Strength
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Susceptibility to event risk
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Source: Moody’s, Standard and Poor’s
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OUR TACTICAL VIEWS
Source: Bloomberg

Date of recommendation 14 September 2017
https://www.nedbank.co.za/content/dam/nedbank-crp/reports/Strategy/NeelsAndMehul/2017/September/EM%20CarryTrade_170914.pdf
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